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Condusiv Technologies
Condusiv Technologies creates high-performance software that optimises and maintains application performance and
efficiency, extends equipment longevity to make technology, people and businesses more productive. From the moment
Condusiv software is installed on physical or virtual systems, the technology ensures data performance is automatically
optimised. Requiring zero overhead, our energy-efficient, "Set It and Forget It"® solutions are used by over 90% of the
Fortune 500 and almost three-quarters of The Forbes Global 100.
Faster Application Performance &mdash; No Additional Hardware
V-locity® is an I/O reduction and caching software solution that increases application performance in virtual, physical and
cloud environments by 50% or more without the cost of additional hardware. By optimizing I/O at the Windows OS level
(virtual or physical server)&mdash;as close to the application as possible&mdash;V-locity dramatically reduces the
number of I/Os required for any given workload, thus reducing latency and increasing bandwidth from server to network
to storage... read more »
Everyone knows the frustration of a Windows® laptop or workstation becoming progressively slower
over time. Condusiv&rsquo;s Diskeeper® 12 Professional prevents degradation in Windows performance by eliminating
nearly all fragmentation from occurring at the Windows OS level, before files are written in a performance-penalized
state. With its patented, proactive IntelliWrite® technology, Diskeeper keeps laptops and workstations running like new,
resulting in increased productivity and lower costs by extending the useful life of existing hardware. IT professionals who
support a fleet of laptops will no longer wrestle with persistent performance HelpDesk calls... read more »
Undelete 10 Server provides enterprise level, real time file protection and allows files deleted anywhere in
the network to be recovered instantly. It can even recover older, saved over versions of Microsoft Word, Excel and
PowerPoint files! Undelete Server delivers centralized management to easily extend your file recovery infrastructure
across a distributed environment and remote offices so your server and desktop data protection is easily managed from a
central office as your business grows. Efficiently manage Windows systems through a single system. Overall, Undelete
10 is designed to readily optimize any Windows data protection strategy &ndash; helping you protect more data in less
time &ndash; overall saving you time and money. Also includes 10 Desktop Client licenses. This specialized edition
empowers users to recover their own deleted or saved over Microsoft Office files from server Recovery Bins without even
having to call the Help Desk... read more »
Undelete 10 Professional provides real time data protection with a powerful Recovery Bin that safeguards files stored
on workstations and laptops. Even if users store most of their files on the server, there&rsquo;s always some data stored
on the local machines. Undelete allows deleted files to be recovered instantly in the same state they were at the exact
time they were deleted. Administrators using the Undelete Server can even connect to those machines running Undelete
Professional to browse and recover deleted files remotely... read more »
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